Inheritable epigenetic response towards foreign DNA entry by mammalian host cells: a guardian of genomic stability.
Apart from its well-documented role in long-term promoter silencing, the genome-wide distribution patterns of ~ 28 million methylated or unmethylated CpG dinucleotides, e. g. in the human genome, is in search of genetic functions. We have set out to study changes in the cellular CpG methylation profile upon introducing foreign DNA into mammalian cells. As stress factors served the genomic integration of foreign (viral or bacterial plasmid) DNA, virus infections or the immortalization of cells with Epstein Barr Virus (EBV). In all instances investigated, alterations in cellular CpG methylation and transcription profiles were observed to different degrees. In the case of adenovirus DNA integration in adenovirus type 12 (Ad12)-transformed hamster cells, the extensive changes in cellular CpG methylation persisted even after the complete loss of all transgenomic Ad12 DNA. Hence, stress-induced alterations in CpG methylation can be inherited independent of the continued presence of the transgenome. Upon virus infections, changes in cellular CpG methylation appear early after infection. In EBV immortalized as compared to control cells, CpG hypermethylation in the far-upstream region of the human FMR1 promoter decreased four-fold. We conclude that in the wake of cellular stress due to foreign DNA entry, preexisting CpG methylation patterns were altered, possibly at specific CpG dinucleotides. Frequently, transcription patterns were also affected. As a working concept, we view CpG methylation profiles in mammalian genomes as a guarding sensor for genomic stability under epigenetic control. As a caveat towards manipulations of cells with foreign DNA, such cells can no longer be considered identical to their un-manipulated counterparts.